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I read book 1 when it was first printed. I'm 79, a Christian for many years, and justwanted to hear

once again discussion of end times by these writers. I'm familiar withRev. Tim Lehay, but not the

other gentleman.It may not all be Gospel, but I can sift thru the ? material. I recommend the books

toanyone who wants to get a running start on reading God's Word.God bless your company- my

daughter gave you all very high ratings overall.Betty A. Roberts

I cannot put these books down! I am in a marathon reading and absorbing all this. What a wonderful

idea to make it into a Novel that explains scripture we have trouble understanding and then

referencing where it can be found in The Bible. God spoke and Tim LaHaye listened!

The books exceeded my expectaions which was a relief since I bought them as Valentine Day gift

for my wife! I would highly recommed this seller.

I had read these before (when they first came out) but repurchased them after a separation. I'm

re-reading them and they are as good now as they were before. I used to get bored reading

Revelations because I'd read the symbolism and my eyes would glaze over. Bugs with lion's heads-

couldn't imagine. Now I can imagine. While these are novels, they really do make the book of



Revelation come alive in a way I can picture. Love and recommend these books ever since they

came out. This particular set came as a mixture of hard cover and paperbacks but they still look nice

and coordinated on my bookshelf. They are in nice condition and I don't feel like I'm reading a

"used" book. I just wish this option had been available when I purchased my first full-priced hard

cover set (as soon as they were available because I devoured them).

I had already read these books and my 76 year old mom seemed interested in reading them too,

enough to request that I purchase them for her, so I did. Now she says she doesn't recall that

request. I am holding onto them in hopes that she changes her mind and DOES read them. They

would be terrific for stimulating her mind and imagination! Of course there is a very good message

for SALVATION throughout the entire series that I would love to discuss with her.

Of course these books are great! I read them years ago, when they first came out, but now I have

the complete set for my teenage daughter and her friends to read!! They came in great condition

and everybody is excited to start reading them!

Wonderful! Two Christian authors who dump revelations in present day following the bible so well. A

true adventure that you felt you were in the story and able to picture everything perfectly as you

read it! It brought me to Christ and closer to God! God bless the writers

Excellent series.............8,000 pages for my summer vacation read.
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